How to find other VC endpoints in the DET

You can locate the unique number for every Videoconference endpoint in the DET network (and print a list) at the following link:


You can find this link by the following pathway:

From the DET Intranet homepage

Use the link to the ICT Service Desk

Then choose Interactive Classroom

Now choose Resources on the left navigation bar
Then **User guides and downloads**

From there you will see a long page. Use the link or scroll down to **software and videoconferencing**

At the bottom of that section is a link called **List of locations** ... which will allow you to generate a "report" of VC endpoint locations and their numbers. When you create the report you have the option to limit or expand the scope of your list as you need. Thus:
You can reach the same report-generating capacity

From My Portal
Choose **Learning Systems Support** from your My Portal page. Then choose **Interactive Classrooms**

From this point you join the same linked page as Step 3 from the DET Intranet: